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Allwelove presents its new home line, 
 Allwelove Home

 
Home has been born with a new vision of comfort and has created an exclusive and
unique ecosystem where we always count on noble and sustainable materials. Our
linens, Egyptian percale cottons and ramie are carefully selected and are Oeko-tex
certified, among others. The result is a sophisticated and cosy atmosphere inviting
you to harmony and relaxation.

 
Our next project is focused on quality and sustainability and one of our objectives is to
communicate these values to our clients so that they can appreciate the positive impact
that their purchase has on the environment. We produce ethically and responsibly, and
we strive to minimize our environmental and social impact.

 
One of our most used materials is linen, an environmentally friendly fabric that is sourced
from its own plant and requires less water and pesticides than other crops. In addition,
linen is biodegradable and can be recycled. 

 
We personally braid natural cotton fibers by hand to create ropes of various colors and
use them in our HOME products, such as covers, bedspreads, tablecloths, placemats
and cushions, creating a world of exclusivity. This handmade approach is our way of
providing unique and personalized products to our customers and we are really very
proud of it.

 
Our duvet cover is both a duvet cover and a quilt. The outer fabric is 100% linen, and the
inner fabric is 300 thread count mercerized combed Egyptian percale cotton, extremely
soft to the touch for extra comfort. We have added a 10 cm hem on each side of the cover
to give it the necessary length to function as a bedspread as well. 

 
The design and proportions are worked out in different qualities on request. We offer
diversity in order to adjust as much as possible to the wishes of our market. In this
way we are able to adjust our prices by offering different qualities.

 
Anecdotally, our entire team is made up of only women, except for our wonderful
computer scientist. Supporting and empowering women in the workplace is essential for
gender equality and is an important step towards creating a more inclusive and diverse
society.
 

 
Thank you very much

 
 

Inés &Paloma
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-100% organic linen 
-Crochet trimmings in 100% cotton. 

*The entire collection can be made 
completely to measure and in all 

sizes.
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SANAA

We invite you to explore this
catalogue, where you will find a
perfect fusion between Spanish

craftsmanship and Tanzanian talent.
We are excited about this

collaboration and look forward to
sharing our passion and commitment

with you.





Sanaa is art, Sanaa is unique, Sanaa is life.
Sanaa is Social Enterprise, where people with

disabilities are a fundamental pilar for
enhancing and strengthening their talents

creating
unique handmade pieces which gives them a

life purpose, dignity, and the ability to
perpetuate their creations throughout the

world everybody in Sanaa has taken the time 
and effort to create a space of art that is

unique.
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"take care of
what you 
love"

ALLWELOVE HOME

care
"All the materials we use are
produced in Spain and are
carefully selected by us, using
more and more recycled fabrics
that do not harm the
environment. We have a
workshop in Madrid where all
our products are made. 
They are sewn one by one to
achieve the highest quality, often
being unique and unrepeatable
pieces. The different materials
we choose always meet 3
standards: quality, versatility and
exclusivity".

Treat responsibly
Store in a dry place out of sunlight
Wash in cold water Max 40

Ironing high heat. 
YoCuar np abrrea pthu mtexbtle dried.
Do not use bleach

https://allwelove.com/sobre-nosotras/


ALLWELOVE are bags, suitcases and wallets
and now for the first time also textiles to
dress up your home and love it more than
ever. 
Our HOME collection retains a classic touch
but, above all, offers great quality in both the
tailoring and the fabrics. We are convinced
that Spanish fashion has a lot to offer and we
want to show the world that "made in Spain"
is synonymous with quality, elegance, trend
and sustainability.
 
All our creations are inspired by experiences,
travel, everyday life and art. The simple, clean
and avant-garde concept allows each piece to
speak for itself.
speaks for itself."

“Paloma Tey e Inés Sentmenat, two best friends
and founders of ALLWELOVE."

ALLWELOVE is the result of that
common love for fashion and "made in
Spain", it is a brand that represents us and
that perfectly combines our passions,
ALLWELOVE is the result of that
common love for fashion and "made in
Spain", it is a brand that represents us and
that perfectly combines our passions, and
our lifestyle.

The ALLWELOVE HOME collection is
handmade from ecological and
sustainable linen. The crochet frills are
handmade in the ALLWELOVE
workshop in Madrid, making them
unique and incomparable pieces.

“Everything we love” 

ALLWELOVE

www.allwelove.com

http://www.allwelove.com/


ALLWELOVEHOME & SANAA
We are very excited to announce our
upcoming collaboration with Sanaa.
Sanaa is much more than a handicraft
workshop, it is a place where a passion
for art and the goal of making a
positive social impact come together.
Each vase, each piece, each fabric
represents a love story. These items are
much more than just products, they are
a symbol of hope, inclusion and
sustainability. The glassware is special
and unique, each piece is made one by
one using the blown glass technique
with artisanal skill and dedication,
conveying the spirit of
AllweloveHOME and Sanaa. Here is a
small sample of Sanaa's unique
glassware. Each piece is a work of art in
itself, carefully crafted to captivate
your senses and add a touch of elegance
to your everyday life

By choosing these products, you are not
only purchasing beauty and quality, but
also supporting a noble cause and
promoting positive change in society.
The most incredible thing about Sanaa is
that, in addition to offering exceptional
products, it supports education in
Tanzania. A percentage of Sanaa's profits
go to Born to Learn, a free school in Mochi,
Tanzania, which provides educational
opportunities for Tanzanian children.
AllweloveHome supports this project by
donating a percentage of its profits. By
choosing our products, you will be
contributing directly to this noble purpose.
Every AllweloveHome item and every
piece of Sanaa glassware invites you to be
part of something bigger, to join us in
our mission to make a difference and
create a better world. We are sure you
will fall in love with these unique and
dazzling creations. 

www.allwelove.com

http://www.allwelove.com/


TEXTILS

Cotton
Percalle Egyptian combed and mercerised 300
thread count 180 thread count cotton.
-Combed cotton is more durable, softer and brighter
than standard cotton. This is because
because during the spinning process it is combed, i.e.
the textile fibres that compose it are sorted after
being carded.
Combing is done by sorting the fibres by removing
the short fibres and orienting them in one
direction only, along the carded ribbon.
*Mercerisation is carried out at low temperature
with soda, and transforms the yarn, modifies its
section and makes it softer, shinier and more
hygroscopic (ability to easily absorb the water
molecules present in the surrounding environment).
The process alters the very structure of the cotton
cells, they swell and the fibres become circular
instead of flat at the microscopic level. This results
in higher brightness, greater tear strength, reduced
dyeing and reduced stability in subsequent washings.
All these characteristics make the cotton pearl,
beautiful and lustrous, with a soft touch and a fresh
feeling that lets the body breathe. For this reason
mercerised cotton is often used for sheets and
blankets, guaranteeing a comfortable embrace in the
intimacy of the bed.

Linen 
Textile linen is the fibre of the flax plant. Clothes made from this material can absorb up to 20%
water without feeling damp. They are very cool fabrics because they absorb heat very well. It is
stronger than cotton, but it is not elastic which makes it crease easily. This material does not
allow bacteria to grow.
The flax plant requires less water to grow and does not require pesticides, making it a fabric with
less environmental impact. Organic flax is grown using a crop rotation system that prevents soil
degeneration and ensures the protection of the soil and important ecosystems. For all these
reasons, linen is a sustainable and ecofriendly noble material.

Ramie is a fabric made from natural fibres, just like flax or jute. Ramie fibre and nettle threads
are the materials of the future. Warm in winter and cool in summer, its advantages are
innumerable, resistant to bacteria, mould and insect attack. Highly absorbent, it dyes easily,
withstands high water temperatures, improves with washing, does not shrink and can be bleached.
Like flax and hemp, ramie has a low environmental impact, and its cultivation is sustainable.

Ramie



colourful



crafts

 CROCHET
One of the highlights we are most
proud of is that we personally hand
braid natural cotton fibres to create
ropes of various colours and use them
in our HOME products such as
covers, bedspreads, tablecloths,
placemats and cushions creating a
world of exclusivity. This handmade
approach is our way of providing
unique and personalised products to
our customers.



ALLWELOVE HOME MEASUREMENTS

TABLE

LOUNGE

PILLOWS              75X50

CUSHION           50X75

NAPKINS             50X50

PLACEMATS       35X50

TABLECLOTH    170X170    170X250     170X350

BED      Filling          Duvetcover     Bedspread

90           150X220        170X235          190X250 

135          220X220        240X235          230X250

150         240X220        260X235          250X260

180         260X240       280X255          280X270

200        290X260       310X275           310X280



“The best journey takes 
you home.”

 

ALLWELOVE HOME 
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THANK YOU
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I N É S  &  P A L O M A
 

H O L A @ A L L W E L O V E . C O M
I N É S :  + 3 4  6 7 8 6 5 6 9 8 5  

P A L O M A :  + 3 4  6 6 7 6 1 8 1 3 5
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